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Other Similar Manifolds that this procedure can be used for: MANDC0311, 0312, 0313, 0350, 0351, 

0352, 0353. 

The dual barrel dual stage choke manifold is designed to control the flow rate of fluid flowing back from 

the well.  The dual barrel design allows the operator to adjust the flowrate via the adjustable choke on 

one side and then change out the positive choke bean on the other side to the appropriate size to obtain 

the desired flowrate. 

When operating the plug valves always close the downstream valve first followed by the upstream 

valve, when opening always open the valves in the opposite order i.e. open the upstream valve first and 

then open the downstream valve.  This will save the upstream valve from wear, as it will be opened and 

closed when there is no flow. 
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Procedure to operate manifold for one full cycle 

1. Follow all site and company specific safe operating procedures (SOPs) when completing the 

following steps. 

2. See also operation manuals OM-02 & OM-07. 

3. Before opening flow to the manifold do the following steps: 

3.1. Replacing the Choke Bean in the right leg 

3.1.1. Ensure all vent fittings are closed. 

3.1.2. Close RPV2 & RPV1. 

3.1.3. Open LPV1 then LPV2. 

3.1.4. Ensure gutline plug valve is in the closed position (GPV1). 

3.1.5. Initiate flow through manifold, fluid will now be flowing through the left adjustable (LAC) 

and positive chokes (LPC). 

3.1.6. Make adjustments to the left adjustable choke (LAC) until the desired flowrate is achieved.  

Calculate the BEAN size required. 

3.1.7. Ensure RPV2 & RPV1 are in the closed position. 

3.1.8. Bleed off any trapped pressure in the right leg using the vent fittings (RAC VENT & RPC 

VENT). 

3.1.9. Remove the hammer union choke cap on the right positive choke (RPC). 

3.1.10. Install the appropriately sized choke bean as calculated previously. 

3.1.11. Reinstall the hammer union choke cap on the right positive choke (RPC). 

3.1.12. Close all vent fittings on the right leg (RAC VENT & RPC VENT). 

3.2. Switching Flow to the right leg 

3.2.1. Ensure all vent fittings are closed. 

3.2.2. Open RPV1. 

3.2.3. Then open RPV2. 

3.2.4. Close LPV2. 

3.2.5. Then close LPV1. 

3.2.6. Flow is now directed through the right leg of the manifold and the left leg is isolated. 

3.3. Replacing the Choke Bean in the left leg 

3.3.1. Ensure LPV2 & LPV1 are in the closed position. 

3.3.2. Bleed off any trapped pressure in the left leg using the vent fittings (LAC VENT & LPC 

VENT). 

3.3.3. Remove the hammer union choke cap on the left positive choke (LPC). 

3.3.4. Install the appropriately sized choke bean as calculated previously. 

3.3.5. Reinstall the hammer union choke cap on the left positive choke (LPC). 

3.3.6. Close all vent fittings on the left leg (LAC VENT & LPC VENT). 

3.4. Switching flow to the left leg 

3.4.1. Ensure all vent fittings are closed. 

3.4.2. Open LPV1. 

3.4.3. Then open LPV2. 

3.4.4. Close RPV2. 

3.4.5. Then close RPV1. 

3.4.6. Flow is now directed through the left leg of the manifold and the right leg is isolated. 
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3.5. Procedure to start flow through gutline: 

3.5.1. Open GPV1. 

3.5.2. Close LPV2 & RPV2 (if open) 

3.5.3. Then close LPV1 & RPV1 (if open). 

3.6. Procedure to shutdown flow through gutline: 

3.6.1. If you do not want to flow through catcher skip to step 3.6.5. 

3.6.2. Ensure all vent fittings are closed. 

3.6.3. Open LPV1 (replace L with R for right side). 

3.6.4. Then open LPV2 (replace L with R for right side). 

3.6.5. Close GPV1.  
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RDI Sales & Service Centers 

For a list of our locations visit our website @ 

https://rdironworks.com/contact-a-location-near-you/. 

 

 
 

 

Toll Free Phone:  855.973.4733 

Toll Free Fax:  855.573.4473 

Email:  info@rdironworks.com 
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